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Answer Question No.1 (Part-1) which is compulsory, any EIGHT from Part-II and any TWO 
from Part-III. 

The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks. 
 

 Part- I 
Q1  Only Short Answer Type Questions (Answer All-10)                                                  (2 x 10) 

 a) State the region of operation where MOSFET represented by its small signal model?  
 b) Which capacitance in MOSFET is mainly responsible for limiting the frequency of 

operation? State the expression for cut-off frequency. 
 

 c) As you move to a new process technology with a scaling factor S = 1.4, how the drain 
current, power density, delay and energy requirement changes for the constant field 
scaling? 

 

 d) If two lines are placed too close to each other in the layout, what will be the problem?  
 e) What do the acronyms VHDL and VHSIC stand for?  
 f) What are the advantages of using a hardware description language as compared 

with schematic capture in the design process? 
 

 g) What is overloading in VHDL?  
 h) What is the necessity of Technology file? Explain.  
 i) What are the model parameters associated with Channel length modulation?  
 j) What is inertial and transport delay?  
    
  Part- II  

Q2  Only Focused-Short Answer Type Questions-  (Answer Any Eight out of Twelve) (6 x 8) 
 a) Compare the constant field and constant voltage scaling approaches in 

terms of area, delay, energy and power density parameters. 
 

 b) What is the main drawback of scalable -based design rules?  
 c) What is the full form of SPICE? Where and when it is developed? What is SPICE 

modeling? What is its main contribution? How does SPICE work? 
 

 d) What is DRC, LVS and ERC? Explain in brief with example.  

 e) Write VHDL/Verilog code for the following circuit. Assume that the gate delays are 
negligible. 
(a) Use concurrent statements. 
(b) Use a process with sequential statements. 
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 f) (a) What device does the following VHDL code represent? 
process(CLK, Clr, Set) 
begin 
if Clr = '1' then Q <= '0'; 
elsif Set = '1' then Q <= '1'; 
elsif CLK'event and CLK <= '0' then 
Q <= D; 
end if; 
end process; 
(b) What happens if Clr  Set  ‘1’ in the device in part (a)? Justify your answer 

 

 g) Write a VHDL/Verilog code for a S-R latch using a process or its equivalent.                                                      
 h) If A “101”, B “011”, and C “010”, what are the values of the following 

statements? 
(a) (A & B) or (B & C) 
(b) A nor 2 
(c) A sla 2 
(d) A & not B = "111110" 
(e) A or B and C 

 

 i) Explain the following   
(a) Library        
(b) Library Manager 
(c) Cell 
(d) Cell view  
(e) Instance  

 

 j) What is model parameters? Where you need it? Please give at least three model 
parameters name and its use. 

 

 k) How the layout will be designed in a working environment. What are the basics you 
need for layout design in any layout design tool? Please justify your answer also.  

 

 l) What is a delta delay? Explain. It is assumed that delta delay model used for 
simulation tool development. Please justify the same. 

 

    
  Part-III  
  Only Long Answer Type Questions (Answer Any Two out of Four)  

Q3 a) A microprocessor consumes 0.4mW/MHz when fabricated using a 0.18μm process. 
With typical standard cells (gates), when the area of the processor is 0.7mm2. 
Assuming a 100MHz clock frequency, and 1.8V power supply. 
(a) Using fixed voltage scaling and constant frequency, what will be the area, Power 

consumption of the same processor if scaled to 0.12μm technology? (Assume 
same clock frequency). 

(b) If the supply voltage is reduced to 1.5V and the processor is scaled 0.12μm, what 
will the power consumption? 

(c) How fast could the scaled processor in Part (b) be clocked? What would the power 
at this new clock frequency? 

(d) Power density is important for cooling the chip and packing. What should be the 
supply voltage to maintain the power density as the original processor (In other way 
relate power density with power supply). 

(8) 

 b) Distinguish between constant field and constant voltage feature size scaling? Compare 
their advantages and disadvantages 

(8) 

    
Q4 a) What are the major differences between VHDL functions and VHDL procedures? Is 

such syntax exist in Verilog? What is its equivalent in that case? 
(8) 

 b) What do you mean by CASE model for combinational logic circuits? Write the VHDL    
description for a synchronous up counter which counts from “3 to 11”. Find out the 
number of   flip flops and gates used for the counter after synthesis. You can write the 
same in Verilog otherwise using CASE statement.                                                                       

(8) 
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Q5 a) Create a NAND based Inverter schematic diagram, symbol   and Layout. (8) 
 b) How to perform physical verification and parasitic extraction for CMOS inverter 

LAYOUT? Explain briefly. 
(8) 

    
Q6 a) What device does the following VHDL code represent? 

process(CLK, RST) 
variable Qtmp: bit; 
begin 
if RST '1' then Qtmp := '0'; 
elsif CLK'event and CLK = '1' then 
if T = '1' then 
Qtmp := not Qtmp; 
end if; 
end if; 
Q <= Qtmp; 
end process; 

(8) 

 b) In the following VHDL code, A, B, C, and D are bit signals that are ‘0’ at time  4 ns. 
If A changes to 1 at time 5 ns, make a table showing the values of A, B, C, and D as 
a function of time until time  18 ns. Include deltas. Indicate the times at which each 
process begins executing. 
P1: process(A) 
begin 
B <= A after 5 ns; 
C <= B after 2 ns; 
end process; 
P2: process 
begin 
wait on B; 
A <= not B; 
D <= not A xor B; 
end process; 

(8) 
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